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Equations Md. Raisinghania. You want to download?A German artist has created a giant cardboard cut-out of Donald
Trump and he plans to use it to demonstrate just how warmly the President is being received in Europe. "The Trump
installation will demonstrate the feeling of warmth that Trump arouses in Europe," Christian Bailer-Thomas, who is

part of a group of artists called Code Orange, told DW. "We want to remind people that this president does not
represent us." Read more: From Germany to Hungary, an anti-Trump backlash Bailer-Thomas said the huge

installation was made from cardboard and had been painted to resemble a garden fence. It features a garden wall, a
turntable, steps and a door. It stands for 100 centimeters (39 inches) high and nine meters (29 feet) wide. There will

be 100 copies of the giant effigy of Trump in different parts of Germany Read more: Trump visited the German
capital of Berlin today The installation will be displayed in Berlin's Neukölln neighborhood at the former GDR

Museum and at the Neue Wache, the seat of the city's old East German government. The 1,400-square-meter (4,567
square feet) installation has been painted in orange, the color traditionally associated with the far-right Alternative for
Germany (AfD) party. Watch video 01:53 Share Berlin launches large-scale Trump protest Send Facebook google+
Whatsapp Tumblr linkedin stumble Digg reddit Newsvine Permalink Berlin launches Trump protest Trump and the
German economy Bailer-Thomas said he was unimpressed with Trump's visit to Germany earlier this month. Read

more: From Germany to Hungary: Can Trump win a new war? "We don't want to play by his rules. We will not
follow his crazy-making behavior. As a nation, we cannot be blackmailed by him," he told DW. The installation is

part of the group's larger protest campaign against Trump's policies. Last week,
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